Management of subaxial cervical instability in very young or small-for-age children using a static single-screw anterior cervical plate: indications, results, and long-term follow-up
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OBJECTIVE  Subaxial cervical instability in very young or small-for-age children is uncommon and typically arises from trauma or skeletal dysplasia. Various operative techniques have been used to achieve stabilization in pediatric patients with evidence of instability, including anterior, posterior, and combined approaches. In this study, the authors report their results with subaxial cervical instability in this patient population treated using a static single-screw anterior cervical plate (ACP) system and allograft fusion.

METHODS  In a retrospective chart review, the authors identified all patients 6 years of age or younger who underwent an anterior cervical fusion procedure using a static single-screw ACP system either as a stand-alone construct or as part of an anterior-posterior stabilization procedure. Reasons for fusion included trauma, tumor, and congenital anomalies.

RESULTS  Five patients 6 years of age or younger underwent anterior cervical fusion using a static single-screw system during the 19-year study period. Follow-up ranged from 12 to 51 months (mean 26.8 months). Two patients underwent repeat surgery, one 7 days after and the other 21 months after their initial procedure. At last follow-up, a mean vertical growth of 22.8% was seen across the fused segments, with no evidence of kyphotic or lordotic abnormalities.

CONCLUSIONS  In very young or small-for-age children, the use of a static single-screw ACP system appears to be a safe and effective option to manage subaxial cervical instability. Bony fusion and continued longitudinal growth occur within the fused segments, with no evidence of long-term cervical malalignment.
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SUBAXIAL (C3–7) cervical instability in children may be caused by a variety of conditions, including trauma, neoplasms, skeletal dysplasia, and congenital vertebral anomalies. Despite these varying etiologies, the underlying principles governing management of subaxial instability are the same: to provide structural support and stability to the vertebral column and spinal cord; to preserve cervical motion; and to ensure future spine growth. Applying those principles to the management of pediatric subaxial instability is particularly challenging in very young (< 6 years) or small-for-age children. In this group, the aforementioned goals are difficult to achieve because of the patients’ small size and growth potential and the lack of pediatric-specific cervical instrumentation. In patients younger than 6 years, the pediatric vertebral column does not easily accommodate adult-sized cervical instrumentation because of the reduced radius of curvature in the young child’s vertebral body as well as a very small vertebral body height-to-disc ratio. As a result of these anatomical differences, adult anterior instrumentaion is a poor fit in the pediatric subaxial cervical spine. Little has been published on this technical topic, with the only mention being part of overall case reviews in the literature.3,4

Several treatment options exist for management of subaxial cervical instability in very young or small-for-age children. Depending on the nature of the instability, these options include immobilization with a hard cervical collar, halo vest placement, cervical fusion via an anterior-posterior combined approach with instrumentation, and anterior-posterior fusion with halo placement. If anterior fusion with instrumentation is chosen, 2 main options exist for anterior cervical plating—static or dynamic systems. There
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is considerable experience with both static and dynamic anterior cervical plates (ACPs) in older pediatric patients using traditional adult-sized hardware; however, the care of patients with subaxial instability who are younger than 6 years is more problematic because of the anatomical issues described above. To address this problem, we have chosen to use a low-profile static ACP with a single screw at the cephalad end and a single screw at the caudad end (NuVasive Helix Mini ACP, NuVasive, Inc.; or Uniplate with anterior cervical plating system, DePuy Synthes) to achieve anterior cervical support. To our knowledge, the use of such an anterior cervical plating system in very young children has not been previously published. Here we report our results using this plating system in very young children with subaxial cervical instability.

Methods

Patient Population

After receiving institutional review board approval, we undertook a retrospective chart review to identify all children 6 years of age or younger who underwent anterior cervical arthrodesis and instrumentation at our institution between January 1, 1995, and December 31, 2014. This included children who underwent anterior cervical corpectomy or discectomy followed by placement of a static anterior cervical plating system. Clinical characteristics, indications for fusion, neurological examination findings, and the use of a cervical collar postoperatively were reviewed. Pre- and postoperative radiographs were analyzed, with emphasis on fusion status, alignment, and longitudinal cervical bone growth.

Operative Technique

The patient is intubated and placed in the supine position in gentle Halter traction. Intraoperative neuromonitoring is not routinely used. A transverse incision is planned over the appropriate level using fluoroscopic guidance. We prefer a right-sided approach because the senior author (D.L.B.) is right-handed, although a left-sided approach can be used as well. Self-retaining retractors are placed to aid in exposure. The distraction posts are placed in the superior and inferior vertebral bodies to be fused. The disc space is incised, and the discectomy is performed under the microscope. If applicable, a corpectomy is performed using a high-speed bur. Once the vertebral body endplates are smooth, a cadaveric iliac crest allograft is placed into the disc space using fluoroscopy. We prefer using cadaveric allograft to avoid a second incision to harvest autologous bone such as iliac crest. The allograft is coated with demineralized bone matrix (DBX, Medtronic Corp.), which is used for its osteoinductive properties to aid in bone fusion. Once the graft is in place, the microscope is then removed from the field and the plate is placed under fluoroscopic guidance. The holes for the distraction post and the holes for the plate are the same. This procedure is different from a conventional adult anterior cervical disectomy and fusion (ACDF) where there are 2 screws per vertebral body. The single-screw ACP system provides a single point of midline fixation per level, which allows easier screw placement and less lateral retraction. We used variable angle screws in all patients so that we would have greater flexibility with screw positioning in our pediatric patients who have smaller vertebral bodies. We did aim for bicortical screw placement for better purchase in the bone. Careful hemostasis is then obtained using bipolar electrocautery, and the platysma and subcuticular layers are reapproximated using an absorbable suture.

Results

We identified 5 patients (4 boys, 1 girl; ages 15–76 months) who underwent anterior cervical arthrodesis and instrumentation with a static single-screw ACP system at our institution during the study time period (Table 1). The indications for surgery included trauma (n = 1), postlaminectomy kyphosis following a posterior cervical tumor resection (n = 1), and skeletal dysplasia (n = 3). Two patients underwent combined anterior-posterior procedures. The decision to perform a combined anterior-posterior procedure was at the discretion of the surgeon and was based on intraoperative bone quality and screw purchase during the anterior approach. All patients were placed in a custom hard cervical collar postoperatively. The most common level fused was C3–5 (n = 2). One patient with Klippel-Feil syndrome required a repeat surgical procedure because of fusion failure at the site of a C3–5 anterior cervical corpectomy and fusion. A second patient with postlaminectomy kyphosis after resection of a C-2 aneurysmal bone cyst required a revision 7 days after the initial surgery because he developed a proximal joint kyphosis at the level below the C2–3 ACDF. Long-term follow-up of cervical alignment (average of 26.8 months) showed no evidence of kyphotic/lordotic abnormality or adjacent-segment pathology in the patients studied. Longitudinal bone growth across the fused segments was measured on lateral radiographs of the cervical spine using an immediate postoperative film and the most recent follow-up film according to the technique described by Anderson et al. This method uses the following equation to determine percentage growth: [height of the construct (follow-up – postoperative)]/height of the cervical spine (follow-up – postoperative) × 100. Vertical growth of the cervical spine was measured from the base of the C-7 vertebral body to the basion. Vertical growth of the construct was measured from the base of the vertebral body at the lower level of the fusion to the top of the vertebral body at the upper end of the fusion construct. All measurements were performed using lateral cervical spine radiographs obtained during the immediate postoperative period and at the time of most recent follow-up. During the follow-up period, the average vertical growth across the fused segments was 22.8% (Table 1), and all 5 patients experienced continued longitudinal bone growth during the study period. There were no complications such as dysphagia, vascular injury, vocal cord paralysis, esophageal injury, or new neurological deficit in any of the patients.

Illustrative Cases

Case 1

A 3-year-old boy with diastrophic dysplasia showed evidence of progressive cervical kyphosis, with an acute kyphotic angulation of 63°. The C-4 vertebral body was
severely hypoplastic, resulting in anterolisthesis of C-3 on C-4 with a focal cervical kyphosis and spinal canal narrowing at this level (Fig. 1A–C). The patient underwent anterior C-4 corpectomy with C3–5 instrumentation and fusion with the aid of gentle intraoperative Halter traction. On follow-up imaging performed initially at 4 months postoperatively and then yearly thereafter, the hardware was intact with evidence of bone fusion under the plate (Fig. 1D). There was a vertical growth of 20% across the fused segments during the follow-up period.

Case 2

A 6-year-old boy underwent bilateral C-2 laminectomies for resection of an aneurysmal bone cyst that was causing posterior cervical neck pain (Fig. 2A). Postoperatively, the patient developed kyphosis at C2–3 and underwent C2–3 ACDF (Fig. 2B). Postoperative films showed that the hardware was appropriately positioned but that a significant kyphotic abnormality had developed at C3–4 (Fig. 2C). The patient returned to the operating room for removal of the plate at C2–3, a C3–4 discectomy, and placement of a plate spanning C-2 to C-4. The patient did well after this procedure, and follow-up imaging showed good alignment across the instrumented segments (Fig. 2D). There was a vertical growth of 10% across the fused segments during the follow-up period.

Discussion

We have described our experience in managing 5 patients 6 years of age or younger who underwent anterior cervical fusion with a single-screw system. During a 26.8-month average follow-up, all 5 patients experienced continued longitudinal bone growth across the fused segments of the subaxial cervical spine, indicating that the use of a static plate during an anterior cervical fusion procedure in the incompletely ossified pediatric cervical skeleton provides the structural support necessary for stability without compromising bone growth.1

Previous work has shown that anterior cervical instrumentation techniques provide a solid fusion in cases of traumatic or congenital instability in patients between the ages of 6 and 16 years.2 In that study, 12 patients underwent anterior cervical plating with no long-term graft or fusion failures. The use of posterior cervical fusion techniques via lateral mass or pedicle screws for subaxial cervical spine fixation is also well documented in the pediatric literature;6,7 however, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study describing the use of anterior cervical plating using a rigid single-screw fixation system in children 6 years of age or younger.

Although either static or dynamic plates can be used for anterior cervical arthrodesis and instrumentation, in very young patients we prefer a rigid static single-screw ACP system.
system because of its more appropriate size. There is concern with static plates, however, that the increased rigidity might lead to stress on the adjacent levels and increase the risk of a pseudarthrosis. In our study, 1 patient developed a pseudarthrosis requiring a repeat surgical procedure, but this was likely due to the long lever arm applied across the instrumented segment along with poor collar compliance. Overall, several studies have shown similar fusion rates between static and dynamic plating systems.

In young children in whom the axial skeleton is still growing, we believe that strict adherence to wearing a hard cervical collar during the postoperative period is key to helping stabilize the cervical spine during the early period of bone fusion with the plate. Typically, we like to keep patients in a custom hard cervical collar until radiographic evidence of successful fusion is available, which is typically 4–6 weeks after surgery.

This study has several limitations. First, the sample size of 5 patients is small, making it difficult to generalize to a larger population of pediatric patients. Second, to avoid radiation in this young population, we obtained postoperative cervical spine radiographs instead of CT scans to determine fusion status. We believe that evidence of solid bony bridging on plain films, with or without flexion-extension images, is sufficient to determine fusion status.

Conclusions

In this study, we found that the use of a static single-screw ACP system was a safe and effective way to manage very young or small-for-age children with subaxial cervical instability. Longitudinal growth was seen within the fused segments in all patients, with no evidence of long-term cervical malalignment. Although this work supports the continued use of static ACPs in pediatric patients with subaxial cervical instability, the very small sample size suggests that larger studies are needed to confirm these findings.
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